China Fast cheap high quality 180*6*22mm metal grinding
disc factory price
180*6*22mm metal grinding disc is very popular especially in African countries, such
as Nigeria, Cameron, Kenya, Ghana, Uganda, South Africa and so on, the customers
there prefer good quality instead of bad quality. In order to produce the best quality
and most suitable fast cheap high quality 180*6*22mm metal grinding disc, we have
done a lot experiments here in China. You know that different markets have different
requirement for different discs, in Nigeria, customers may want the 180*6*22mm
metal grinding disc to work more faster, while in some other countries, the customers
may want it work more durable, the good news is that we can make it both faster and
more durable, that is why customers shall choose us with China cheap grinding disc
price.

For the raw material
Our factory is located in the beautiful mountain area, in the beautiful mountain area,
there is raw material aluminum for the high quality metal grinding disc, 70% of the
raw material for the 180*6*22mm metal grinding disc is produced here in Henan
province with China cheap grinding disc price, very near to our factory in Zhengzhou .
To produce fast cheap metal grinding disc, and if you want it high quality metal
grinding disc, you must use the best quality aluminum or white aluminum, we always
buy the best quality aluminum as raw material, even it is expensive, we still buy it.

As for the producing
The producing for Fast cheap high quality 180*6*22mm metal grinding disc include
several steps, first, we select the best quality aluminum, white aluminum for different
180*6*22mm metal grinding disc, second, we choose the most suitable resin bond
and resin powder. Then blend the aluminum and resin bond, the resin bond can make
the raw material blending very well, at the same time, it can enhance the stability of
the fast cheap metal grinding disc.
After the blending, we need to put the blended material under some cold temperature
like 18 degree for some hours, till the raw material is fixed and very stubborn, and
very stable, we will use the blended material and put it to feed the machine, with the
skilled work of our workers, and good accurate of our machines, the high quality
metal grinding disc can be formed to in the standard shape of what customers need,
we can adjust the thickness according to customers’ need, for example, the same size
115*1.0*22, if you want it to be 115*1.2*22 or 115*1.6*22, there is no problem, we

just adjust the thickness for you by using the same machine, it is very fast and finally
the products will meet your demand. After the forming of the disc, we will use the
standard furnace to burn the high quality metal grinding disc for 24 hours, when it is
fast and durable enough, our workers will take it out.

The developing of our factory and the technology
Our factory was founded in 1992, there were many factories built to produce Fast
cheap high quality 180*6*22mm metal grinding disc, during that time, in the first 20
years, the business was very good, most of the factories produced 180*6*22mm
metal grinding disc for the Chinese customers, with the economy developing, many
factories started to produce fast cheap metal grinding disc for foreigners, the business
ran very well, while little by little, many companies fight for the orders, they used
cheap price to attract customers, and got the orders very easily, while finally, the price
of the order is the sacrifice of the quality of the high quality metal grinding disc .With
time goes on, a lot of factories were closed because of losing customers by using bad
quality.
As we know, Zhengzhou, our factory location, is the original place where our country
started to produce abrasive materials, dating back to 1962, when the Chinese economy
started to develop, the second abrasive factory was founded in Zhengzhou, and our
government supported this factory a lot, our performer vice president once came to
our factory to visit and guide the work, the factory was developing very well, and this
factory had trained a lot of technicians, and the technicians in our factory were most
from this factory, the technology just spread. It is the foundation for us to produce the
fast working grinding wheel.
We always won good feedback from customers for high quality grinding disc factory
price for different types of discs, even it is bad feedback, through our hard working,
we can turn it to good feedback, we can win good feedback from customers by
supplying super quality cutting and grinding discs.

